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Every Christian has to fight the ________ with backsliding. A
backslider is someone who knows Jesus as Savior, but is not _________
like it. One of the times when it is easiest to fall into temptation is
immediately after a time of great spiritual __________.
There were 4 things which caused them to backslide.
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1. Compromise with ____________. 13:1-9
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Satan often uses people around us who are not ____________ to
tempt us to backslide. God knows that when His people begin to
____________ with unbelievers, it won’t be long before they begin to
______ like unbelievers. You will become like the people you spend
_______ with (1 Cor 15:33).
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2. Carelessness with _______________. 13:10-14
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There was room for Tobiah in the temple because people had
stopped _________ their offerings. Since the Levites had no time to
_______ and the singers had no time to _________, the worship services
were not worth coming to. When our _______ for God begins to fade, it
shows up in our giving (Mt 6:21).
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3. Confusion with the _____________. 13:15-22
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The Sabbath was intended as a day of ________ and rest. People
backslide when they lose _________ for the Lord’s Day.
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The people of God __________ people from pagan nations who
worshipped idols. Nehemiah presents _________ as an example of a
great man who married pagan women and eventually worshipped idols.
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